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BROADER VISION. WIDER VIEWS.
ViewSonic® Ultra-Wide Curved Monitors

Executive decisions require executive vision. With sleek curved screens and up to 6.1 million pixels  
at your command, ViewSonic VP81 monitors let you see the big picture. For the most demanding  
of managers and executives, these curved monitors deliver it all.

Beautiful Design: A sleek and frameless curved screen looks great on your desktop, 
while giving you the freedom to focus on your work.

Expansive Size: An ultra-wide 21:9 aspect ratio, and stunning WQHD+ resolution,  
let you see more and do more on a single monitor. 

Streamlined Desktop: A single large screen instead of a dual-monitor setup delivers  
a more organized workspace with less cable clutter.

Amazing Colors: Colors are reproduced with utmost accuracy so your presentations 
match your creativity and executive vision.

VP Monitors
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Finally, an oversized monitor to match your oversized workload.  
ViewSonic ultra-wide screen monitors not only deliver on size, but they’re packed with 
features to help you work smarter, faster, and more efficiently.

Designed for Productivity

VP3881 VP3481a

DISPLAY SIZE 38” diagonal 34” diagonal

ASPECT RATIO 21:9 ultra-wide

CURVE RADIUS 2300R 1800R

NATIVE 
RESOLUTION

3840 x 1600 pixels 
(6.1 million pixels)

3440 x 1440 pixels 
(5.0 million pixels)

INTERFACE USB Type-C (60W), 2x HDMI,
DisplayPort, USB-A hub

USB Type-C (90W),  
USB Type-C down (15W charging),  

2x HDMI, DisplayPort, RJ45

BUILT-IN 
SPEAKERS Dual 5W Stereo 

KEY FEATURES

HDR content support 
100% sRGB color gamut coverage

120-degree swivel in both directions
VESA mount Compatible (100x100mm)

ENERGY STAR, EPEAT compliant

100Hz refresh Rate + FreeSync™ 
HDR content support

100% sRGB color gamut coverage
120-degree swivel in both directions

VESA mount Compatible (100x100mm)
ENERGY STAR, EPEAT compliant

Swivel & Share 
  
This monitor can swivel up to  
120°, making it easy to share your 
screen and collaborate with others  
at your desk.

Single-cable Integration 
  
A USB Type-C port delivers fast data, 
audio, video and quick charging over  
a single cable. That means you can 
plug in your laptop and charge up  
for your next meeting.

Custom Work Environment 
  
Included ViewSplitTM software allows 
you to create an ideal and customized 
working environment on your 
ViewSonic screen. Just choose from  
a selection of pre-defined templates, 
or create your own customized layout, 
and ViewSplitTM will divide your screen 
into multiple viewing windows for 
streamlined multitasking.

Easy on the Eyes  
 
A gentle curved screen keeps  
every corner in focus, while Flicker-
Free technology and a Blue Light 
Filter help to reduce eyestrain from 
extended viewing periods. A built-in 
ambient light sensor helps to  
adjust screen brightness based on 
your surroundings.

Distortion 
at edges
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2300R
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